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Executive Summary
Pixel Kidz is a place where kids can explore their creativity in art and
design by the help of technology equipment and professionals. We
provide various choices of activities in one place such as prints, stop
motion, animation, game and music. It is what I called a “digital art
centre for kids”
What is “digital art centre for kids” actually? It is basically a place
where the kids can create their own art work digitally by the software
provided, with the help of our professional drafters (mentor) of course.
I have various activities that will stimulates the kids curiousity to
keep on learning, I am talking about prints, stop motion, animation,
game and music. Why do I do this? It’s because I saw an oportunities
in this creative industry era, many forms of design and art are getting
closer to each individuals in any forms. By doing this business I hope
to educate kids about design and art. Teaching art to the young ages
will also arouse the appreciations and interest in art and designs for
the next near future.
My business not only will not only be operating on that program, I
also have programs of education for the kids. I am thinking about
the afterschool art program where the kids can actually come and
learn about art and design after their school hours. And I also have
the my-school-visit-digital-art-centre-for-kids program where
I collaborate with some schools and giving them a package to do
art and design using equipment I provide in the digital art centre,
this program will cover the weekdays morning operating hours that
most likely will not be much kids hanging around in the mall. I also
have programs for an event holder like birthday party, where I can
put up some space, entertainment, goodie bags, games, etc. for the
kids who want to celebrate their birthday. I am also thinking about
making a ‘design tournament for kids’ where there are prizes and
trophies to be won.
Basically my idea and concept involves personalization and education
of art and design for the kids.
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Organisation Summary
Pixel Kidz is a small company with sizeable capitals. We are so dependable on
technology and technology doesn’t come cheap. We provides all needed equipment
for the kids to explore their creativity. It is a small company because it only need 1
owner and less than 25 people to run the place. We see kids are very curious about
new stuffs, and the parents, anything involve to their childeren’s education and
entertainment, will not hesitate to try as long as the price is reasonable. So from
here we see a very large amount of potential customers that willing to come to our
place.

Vision
To be a world class on both digital art and
conventional art activities/education center
for kids that is superior in creativity and
professionalism.

Mission
To enhance kids creativity and to promote digital
art activities experience for kids in the region.
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Drafter (mentor)
Accountant
Cashier
office Boy

Positioning

Services
For my first 6 months of operation, there will be only Prints, Video (stop motion) and
Animation for my costumer to choose. And after, for the future, my plan is to
operate on Music and also Game maker.

The Prints will consist of printer, scanner, a computer, a 22inch moni-

tor and a wacom. Basically in this section, the kids can create art work by the theme
provided/ blank canvas/ scanned photo. And the output can be printed in a selection
of A4 and A3 paper with borders provided. Programs use will be “Kid Pix Deluxe” for
windows.

The Video (stop motion) section will consist of a playdoh,
items that go with playdoh , background equipment, digital camera, a set of computer. The kids will make a character out of the clay, and motion them to make a story.
The assistant (drafter/mentor) will make them move and talk from the computer.
The programs use will be Adobe Suites programs.

The Animation Section requires a computer, a mouse and a 22 inch
monitor. In this section the kids will learn how to make simple characters and make
a short clip story of their character, with the help of our assistant of course. The
programs that will be use is “Flip Boom Classic”
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The Art Class is basically a workshop, its held by the choosen lenght of period,
normally a 1-2 month session and twice a week class.
There are 3 kind of class here :

Age 3 – 5, each session features a hands-on activity using different materials
and methods. They will experiment and create artworks by working in sculpture,
drawing and painting.

Age 6 – 9, this class will concist of harder drawing, painting, printmaking,
sculpture and mixed media, our goal is to enggage and challenge the kids
imaginations.

Age 9 – 14, this class will focus on painting, printmaking, drawing, sculpture
on advance level. And also there are recreational activities for this class.
The class will be taught by an artist with experience, enthusiasm and
experimentation.
Other service we provide is an event venue such as birthday party. With
minimum payment deal (see price list chart) we can provide food, freebies and
decoration. A maximum time for a birthday event is 3 hours. We also provide a whole
day booking with a price-on-call. Beacuse it is depends on the number of people and
the activites they are planning to do.
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Brand DNA

Brand character : fun, outgoing, playful, creative, innovative,
friendly, professional .

Brand distinctiveness (USP) : the one and only place yet in
Jakarta for kids to explore their creativity in “all Digital” studio

Brand credibility : my team are trained lecturers

Brand catagory : kids education and play centre (service)

Brand benefit : giving education to children about design/art,
increasing the value and awareness of art in the region.
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Business Ownership
Pixel Kidz is a small business and needed only a single owner : Dimas A R, run and
manage by myself. So 100% profits or loss is subject to only one person.

Management Team
Dimas Ario Rubianto : Director, Operation Manager, Marketing Manager, Finance
Manager, Head of Creative Division

Pixel Kidz

Operation, Marketing,
Finance

Creative
Division

(Dimas A R)

person 01

person 02
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Dimas A R

Company Values
Company’s core values
Pixel Kidz core values based on our superiority and profesionalism in education
plus entertaiment of art and design for kids and to shape them to apriciate art in the
future. By these core values below, we believe we can give our customers exciting
activities to play with, a fun workshop to attend and friendly mentors to keep them
coming.

Independent Exploration
We wont limit the creative exploration of young minds.

Education for the future

Our lecturers are not just those people who work for money, they teach art because
they have the passion and they want to live their dreams, making art more apriciated
in the future.

Seeing Technology as the tool of creativity

Our business is so dependent on technology as it is main activities are done digitally.
So we have to make the best of it and seek every opportunity we can make by the
fast update of technology.

All About Kids

In order to know the kids behavior, we have to love them first. By doing so, our
business will represent a welcome place for them to play and learn.
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Market Analysis
Below are the analyses of Pixel Kidz SWOT and Pixel Kidz Competitors. These
analyses are important for new start up business. These analyses will also help
Pixel Kidz to achieve the marketing and financial objectives.

SWOT
Strengths

Weaknesses

A unique combination of both creative 		
and education for kids

This kind of business if succeed can be
easily copied by others

We provide wide range of needed
equipment to enhance creativity both
digitally and conventionally

We have to be innovative as the customer
get bored easily

Located at prestigious mall

Approaching children is not as easy as you
think it is

We provide more of personal approach to
the client as we are kids oriented

The need of high skill of marketing stratgy
in order to make a brand new company
succeed and visible to the market

Opportunities

Threats

Creative industry is growing rapidly
throughout the years to come

Competition from local competitors that
have a competitive price

Kids are getting overrated at the malls
A lot of rooms to grow for this kind of
business

The available hours of the kids going
to the malls is limited by their daily 		
activities

New kind of business like us get the
attention of the market very quickly

If we don’t take care of our equipment
operations the cost of the equipment 		
replacement is high

Many kind of art activities can be done
by digital equipment
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Competitors
The following are examples of the different types of competitors.

A one-stop-play art activities : These competitors ussualy located at

the toy store. Most of them located in the shopping centres. Their strenght in the
business is They are located at the famous toys store where the kids and parents
already know the existence. They also has been doing this for years and people
know where to find them and also people already familiar with the service they
provide. But they also have weaknesses such as limited equipments, people can just
buy their equipments and do it at home and they are not really teaching art, they are
just a one stop play system. Their opportunity in this industry is if they have enough
budget, they can grow their business easily. Their threat is more and more familiar
business are growing , so they have more competitors to compete.

Schoolextra curricular activities : some schools provide extra curricular

activities that teaches art such as drawing. This competitor might have their “client”
targeted to only from the students attend the school. And yet their lecturers and
equipment is so limited by budget.

Children Play Centre : These competitors usually have a big space and

international standart equipment and doest come cheap. Theyare usualy have a
large numbers of employees and located in some strategic places too. Some of
them are the one and only kids play centre with particular activites such as sports,
indoor playground or even real-job-simulation. These kind of business are strong
because they have enough budget for promotion and keep them running.
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Two existing kids play centre that located at prestigious mall :
Kidzania, Pacific Place, Jakarta.
www.kidzania.co.id

Kidzania is a replica of real active city, but the miniature size. Complete with
highways, buildings, retails and vehicles comuting around. Kidzania is a
recreational centre that is based on edutainment, entertainment that offers
education to the children aswell.

Lollipops, Senayan City, Jakarta.
www.indonesia.lollipopsplayland.com

Lollipops is a ‘Pay For Play’ indoor entertainment centres, designed for
children 1 - 12 years old.
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TAPP (Target Audiencee Personality Profiles)
Geographic :
• Region:

Jakarta, Indonesia. Mostly people who lives in the South of Jakarta because there will be the place
where my business located.

• Size of metropolitan area:

With the population of 8,508,969 counted on 2009
(source : http://www.trueknowledge.com/q/population_of_jakarta_indonesia_in_2009)

• Population density:
Urban/city people with family

• Climate:

Climate doesn’t play much part as my business is located inside the shopping mall. Geographically
Jakarta has a climate change as follows :
rainy season and sunny season (tropical country)

Behavioralistic :
• Benefits sought

We hope the parents can see that we are more than just renting equipments for their kids to play
with, we want the parents to see that developing creativity for their kids is so much important and
fun. Also with the personalize stuffs we offered, we hope the parents and the kids can feel more
special in a way.

• Usage rate

At first 1x a week, but we aim that it will rise up to 3x a week.

• Brand loyalty

I want the parents to think of our place when they think of creative-place-for-kids.

• User status:
First timer but we hope they can be regular.

• Occasions:

During school holidays, I think it’s the best time of this business.
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Psychographic :
Parents :
• Activities

1. Work during weekdays and go to the mall with family during weekends.
2. For those moms who don’t work and usually enjoy going to to the malls with the kids. Not every
day but occasionally.

• Interests

1. Art/design/creativity.
2. Who sought new places for their kids to play / to learn at.

• Opinions
1. Parents that taught creativity is good for the kids.

• Attitudes
1. Relax, family/kids oriented, exciting, friendly

• Values
1. Value anything that enhance their kids creativity and happiness

Kids :

I think all the kids at “my range of age target” will just follow of what their parents want them to
do. (unless the kid don’t fancy going to the malls/shopping arcade even though the kid live in the
city)

Demographic :
Parents :
• age : 30 - 45
• gender : male and female
• family size : anything with kids
• income :>/=Rp.5,000,000 / month
• occupation : office employees, creative industry employees and others
• education : higher than high school
• religion : anyone
• race : anyone
• nationality : anyone
Kids :
• age : 3 - 13
• gender : male and female
• education : kindergarten – middle high school
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Marketing Plan and Strategy
Basicly my target market is the parents of the kids as they are the decision maker
of the kids activities. A good presentation of the company , the balance of showing
educational and recreational purposes of my business and intense approach of
presenting the existence of my new business is important. The marketing strategy
for 1 year operation will therefore consist of the following methods:
Internet:

1 month before the grand opening I need a representative from the internet,
most people spend most of their times surfing the internet now a days, so it is
important to make an interactive website to show the existence of our company.
Promoting via social networking web sites such as facebook and twitter is also a
very good marketing method to show our existence to the market, this internet
marketing strategy will go intensively throughout the first year.

Networking:
by networking we can show the market of what we are and what we do. As we are a

new business, during the 1st month to the 6th month I will actively join any
schools education fair or anything out there that is related to the kids activities. I
also plan to make an educational deal with some schools, so they can do activities at
Pixel Kidz with cheaper fees but with minimum number of kids or time. Hopefully by
the 7th month to the 12th month of the running business, we can already
have fix partners that put on trust in our business

Advertising:
This is has to be catchy and properly made so it will catch the attention right to our
target market. It is very convenient to make advertising in mom and kid magazine or
newspaper which I will do right after the opening which is the whole of the

1st ,2nd and 3rd month. It is first important for the market to know our

existence because if they know our existence, it is not only my segmented target
market that will notice but people from outside my target market (single person,
no kids, etc. ) will also notice and tell to their relatives or friends about it. Like “hey
I saw the new art centre ad earlier today in news paper, it is located at mall A, you
should check it out with your kids this weekend!”. After the 3rd month, we see the
progress of our business then from the 4th month onwards we will schedule
the advertising by linking to our networking program.
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Marketing Objectives
To make our existence visible to the market
To let the schools take notice and be our partner for an educational purposes
To generate customer from customer (mouth to mouth) by doing good services

Marketing Mix
Pixel Kidz’s marketing mix operation will be based on Price, Place, Promotion and
Product.
Price:
Pixel Kidz pricing will be based on: The 1 stop play activity and the art workshop
class. Other charging will be an event venue holder such as birthday party or private
activities. The price I will keep as reasonable and competitive as possible.
Place:
Pixel Kidz will operate at the prestigious shopping centre, located around its target
market. But the operation hours is limited by the operating hours of the shopping
centre.
Promotion:
Our most important promotion will be the participant of kids education fair that held
by any schools or organization that within our target market.
Product:
Customer satisfaction is very critical, besides the service we are giving, we are also
employing a professionals drafter (mentor) that loves children to guide the kids.
Throughout the play. Our plus point in the service is that we are pack with high
technology and complete equipment.
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Positioning
Pixel Kidz values itself as a children oriented, education by professionals with high
specs equipments, all this to focus to our customer needs and excitements. From
this values, I am positioning myself in the middle to high class of the consumer
market. However, we charge individual customer a reasonable price so as it is worth
it paying the money.
Pixel Kidz competitive skills are based on our professionalism and full high
specs equipments. Our unique method of teaching and learning will also give us
some plus points to the customer eyes.

Manpower Plan
Human Resources
The first six months of operation pixel kidz will employ 8 full time employees and
myself and 1 full time design lecturers for the workshop. The full time employee will
consist of 6 drafters that work as the mentor for the kidz in the studio. 2 of them
will be working also as a creative division which their job is also to innovate things
at Pixel Kidz. 1 cashier girl and 1 office boy, accountant I will be working in the office
and do marketing for Pixel Kidz. So total of 11 employees + me.
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Operational Plan
General Operating Hours
Pixel Kidz will open every day from Monday to Sunday except for some big public
holidays like Christmas, Muslim’s Ied and Independence Day.
The Operational hour will be from 09.00 to 21.00 on weekdays and 19.30 to 21.30 on
weekends.
Maximum kids playing at the studio is 4 kids at 1 time (prints, video and animation)

Operational Steps
From the main door to the so called “studio” where the activities going on, there are
steps you need to take notice :
Step 1 The customer come to the cashier and choose which studio their kids want to
play, the first 6 months of operation, there will be only 3 studio on operation : Prints,
Stop Motion and Animation.
Step 2 After the customer choose what their kids want to play, then the mentor will
accompany the kids to the studio and if the kids are a first timer the mentor will be
there to guide the kids until the kids feel comfortable.
Step 3 After they done / time’s up the mentor will do the printing and ask the
parents/guardians if they want to extend the play time.
Step 4 After that then they can pay the bill at the cashier. After they get the receipt,
they get back to the mentor and ask them for the output.
For Design Workshop Classes, the operation will be based on the schedules.
For birthday event, Pixel kidz charge per-head with minimum 15 head. Pixel Kidz
provide food and freebies and decoration for maximum 3 hours, with the arragement
of time we also provide a whole day book with price-on-call
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Pricelist
Studio Play (2 Hours Play)
Prints		

Rp.80,000

Animation

Rp.90,000

Stop Motion Rp.120,000
		

Design Work Shop (include all materials)
Age 3 – 5 (8 Sessions)

Rp.900.000

Age 6 – 9 (8 Sessions)

Rp.1.150.000

Age 9 – 14 (8 Sessions)

Rp.1.500.000

Event Holder
Per peson (freebies+food)/3hours
Whole day booking

Rp.160.000

(Rp.3.000.000 – Rp.5.000.000)
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Financial Plan
Below are Pixel Kidz’ financial plan, cosisting of financial objectives, start up
expenses (fixed cost), operational expenses (variable cost) and income statement.
All calculated during the first year of opening to three years of operation. And also
stated the BEP at the end of the financial Plan chapter.

Financial Objectives
Make sure our equipments are use properly and avoid breaking down equipment.
BEP (break even point) at year two to three.
Do more innovative variables that can sell to make more profits.
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Start up Expenses

Business Registration Fees
My business registration will come into a PT. (Perseroan Terbatas). And at start this
will cost Rp.7.000.000 and another Rp.1000.000 for ect needs.
Rent Deposits
Location is very important issue and here in Jakarta where the kids hang out the
most are in the malls (with their parents / family) . Pixel Kidz will be located at
Pondok Indah Mall II, Jakarta, with a negotiated rental fees of Rp.250.000 / metre
square(certain discounts applied from average price as the size of my rent is more
than 150metre square)Pixel Kidz will have an area of 200 metre square and so the
monthly rental fee is Rp.50.000.000
(source :http://aprillins.com/2009/742/estimasi-sewa-tempat-di-pondok-indahmall/)
Internet Setup Fee
I will use Speedy from the provider Telkom Indonesia. First set up fee is Rp500.000
including the modem and 1 month active line. And monthly fee will be Rp300.000.
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Interior Design
The estimation for the interior design will be around Rp.40.000. Pixel Kidz need to
have an authentic feel of design to its interior.
Specialized Equipment & Furniture
This is very critical to Pixel Kidz business, we need a complete set of equipment
such as computers, scanners, printers, camera, wacom, and monitors. In details of
the quantity are :
Computers (keyboard and mouse included) : 12 pieces @ Rp.4.000.000 each
Scanners : 4 pieces @ Rp.1.000.000 each
Printers :7 pieces @ Rp.1000.000 each
Digital Camera : 4 pieces @ Rp.3.000.000 each
Wacom : 4 pieces @ Rp.1.500.000 each
The furniture we need are tables, comfortable chairs, and some necessary furniture.
All these will cost around Rp.15.000.000
With the grand total of Rp.92.000.000

Specialized Software
For the Prints we need Kid Pix Deluxe 4
For Stop Motion I need Adobe Flash
For Animation we need Flip Boom Classics 4
Kid Pix Deluxe 4 and Flip Bloom Classic 4 will cost Rp.400.000 each.
While Adobe Creative Suite 4 Collection cost Rp.2.300.000
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Operating Expenses yr 01
Operating expenses for a month (estimated):

Operating expenses for a year (estimated):
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Salaries
2 mentor that also work as the creative division team will receive :Rp.3.000.000/month
4 for mentor working only will receive :Rp. 2.000.000/month
1 for the workshop lecturer will receive : Rp.5.000.000/month
1 for cashier girl and 1 for office boy will each receive : Rp.1.000.000/month
1 for Director (me) will receive : Rp.5.000.000/month
1 for Accountant/Tax manager will receive : Rp.3.000.000/month

For a year is 12 months + 1 month for bonus money. So every year the sallary times 13.
Rent
Pixel Kidz will rent a space of 200 m square, at the top floor with the rate of Rp.250.000/m square/
month
Utilities & Maintenance
The utilities include water, electricity and Internet
Water &Electricity
The rate of these utilites at the mall is Rp.100.000 / metre square space that we rent.
Internet Service Provider (ISP)
We will use Speedy with a packet of 512MB that cost Rp.300.000/month.
Studio/workshop Supplies
What we need the most is paper to print. And estimated per month we need 1400 Grams of paper.
With 700 Grams/Rp.40.000 so every month I need to spend Rp.80.000 for papers.
For better quality and thicker paper every month i need 100 sheets, 1 sheet (A3)@ Rp.1000 so every
month I need to spend Rp.100.000 for thicker and better quality papers.
I also need 100 blank CD each month, 1 good quality blank cd @ Rp.100 so every month I need to
spend around the same like the good quality paper, Rp.100.000.
For printing, I need to refill the ink for each printer Rp100.000/month, so 7 printers, with a total of
Rp.700.000 every month
For stop motion studio I need toy supplies and clay approximately for this I need to spend another
Rp.200,000 every month
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Workshop supplies for every 8 sessions (2 month) are :
30 small towels @ Rp.20.000 each = Rp.600.000
30kg clay (sculpture) @ 4.000/kg = Rp.120.000
30 box crayon @ 15.000/box (8 pieces) = Rp.450.000
20 box acrylic paint @ 50.000/box (8 pieces) = Rp.1.000.000
10 box of water colour paint @ 15.000/box(12 pieces) = Rp.150.000
100 piece of brush @ 10.000/500 brush = Rp.20.000
Grand total (workshop supplies) : Rp.2.340.000/2 months
So every month at around : Rp. 1.170.000
Promotion
Promotion to keep me visible is needed, and I allocated Rp.10.000.000 for this.
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Income Forecast yr 01
My estimation by number of people coming for Prints, Animation, Stop Motion in 1 day : 8 people
My estimation by number of people coming for my 3 workshops is :
10 people /Each Workshop in 8 session (2 months)
My estimation by number of people celebrating their birthday in Pixel Kidz by our specialized
program is :
10 people /year
Prints
8 people/day x Rp.80.000 x 30 = Rp.19.000.000/month
Rp.228.000.000/year
Animations
8 people/day x Rp.90.000 x 30 = Rp.21.600.000/month
Rp.259.200.000/year
Stop Motion
8 people/day x Rp.120.000 x 30 = Rp. 28.800.000/month
Rp. 345.600.000/year
Workshop a (3-6yrs)
10 people x Rp.900.000 = Rp.9.000.000/2 months
Rp.54.000.000/year
Workshop b (6-9yrs)
10 people x Rp.1.150.000 = Rp11.500.000/2 months
Rp.69.000.000/year
Workshop c (9-14yrs)
10 people x Rp.1500.000 = Rp.15.000.000/2 months
Rp.90.000.000/year
Customize program (birthday event holder)
10x/year @ 20 people each :
Rp. 160.000 x 20 = Rp.3.200.000/month
Rp.32.000.000/10x/year

Total income for 1st year :1.077.800.000
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Operating Expenses yr 02 & 03
Operating expenses for a month (estimated):

Operating expenses for a year (estimated):
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Salaries
Not changing.
Rent
Not changing.
Utilities & Maintenance
Not changing.
Water &Electricity :
Not changing.
Internet Service Provider (ISP) :
Not changing
Studio/workshop Supplies
For the better quality printing paper i need more than the 1st year, i need about 130, 1 sheet (A3) @
Rp.1000 so every month I need to spend Rp.130.000
I also need more blank CD, 130 Blank cd now, 1 good quality blank cd @ Rp.100 so every month I
need to spend Rp.130.000
For printing, I need to refill the ink for each printer Rp150.000/month, so 7 printers, with a total of
Rp.1050.000 every month
For stop motion studio I need toy supplies and clay approximately for this I need to spend another
Rp.200,000 every month
Workshop supplies for every 8 sessions (2 month) are :
45 small towels @ Rp.20.000 each = Rp.900.000
40kg clay (sculpture) @ 4.000/kg = Rp.160.000
45 box crayon @ 15.000/box (8 pieces) = Rp.675.000
30 box acrylic paint @ 50.000/box (8 pieces) = Rp.1.500.000
15 box of water colour paint @ 15.000/box(12 pieces) = Rp.225.000
150 piece of brush @ 10.000/50 brush = Rp.30.000
Grand total (workshop supplies) : Rp.3.490.000/2 months
So every month at around : Rp. 1.745.000
Promotion
Down to Rp.5.000.000
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Income Forecast yr 02 & 03
My estimation by number of people coming for Prints, Animation, Stop Motion in 1 day : 12 people
My estimation by number of people coming for my 3 workshops is :
15 people /Each Workshop in 8 session (2 months)
My estimation by number of people celebrating their birthday in Pixel Kidz by our specialized
program is :
12 people /year
Prints
12 people/day x Rp.80.000 x 30 = Rp.28.800.000/month
Rp.345.600.000/year
Animations
12 people/day x Rp.90.000 x 30 = Rp.32.400.000/month
Rp.388.800.000/year
Stop Motion
12 people/day x Rp.120.000 x 30 = Rp. 43.200.000/month
Rp.518.400.000/year
Workshop a (3-6yrs)
15 people x Rp.900.000 = Rp.13.500.000/2 months
Rp.81.000.000/year
Workshop b (6-9yrs)
15 people x Rp.1.150.000 = Rp17.250.000/2 months
Rp.103.500.000/year
Workshop c (9-14yrs)
15 people x Rp.1.500.000 = Rp.22.500.000/2 months
Rp.135.000.000/year
Customize program (birthday event holder)
12x/year @ 25 people each :
Rp. 160.000 x 20 = Rp.4.000.000/month
Rp.48.000.000/12x/year

Total income for each year : 1.620.300.000
Total income for 3rd & 2nd year : 3.240.600.000

BEP will occur at the last month of the third year.
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Excel Sheet Expenses
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Excel Sheet, Income yr 01
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Excel Sheet, Income yr 02
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Excel Sheet, Income yr 03
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Coorporate identity
Logo :

Rationale
The aim of this logo is to show that we are “digitally creative”. The word pixel is
made up from shapes with different colours and size. This shows the creativity that
Pixel Kidz enhances. While the word kids is in font : DIN Alternate Black. Its simply
showing our professionalism as a business to the parents/guardians of the kids.

Business Card :
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Letter Head :
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Interior Design & Location

Animation Studio

Print Studio

Stop Motion Studio
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Interior Design & Location
Pondok Indah Mall II , Jl.Metro Pondok Indah, South Jakarta, Indonesia
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Conlcusion
What we hope from Pixel Kidz is to create an education of art without borders of
creativity exploration. The need of appreciation for the art around us, must be
taught to the young ages. Even though other countries might already have a strong
sense of appreciation toward art, but Indonesia will soon be a part of it, with the
help of education of art by Pixel Kid, it is not imposible that someday Indonesia can
apriaciate art and proudly participate in any artistic event globally. What seems to be
a possible opportunity is that technology is keep on growing, and Pixel Kidz is taking
a good advantage of this technology to be use a tools to teach children and to help
exploring their creativity.
Thank you for reviewing this plan, if there is mistakes and errors kindly please let
me know as it is part of the business success.
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